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1. Introduction

The study of granular computing focuses on a general theory and methodology for problem solving and
information processing by considering multiple levels of granularity [1, 10, 13, 15, 16, 17, 21, 33, 39].
In a comprehensive bibliometrics analysis of publicationsof granular computing in its first ten years, JT
Yao [26, 27] shows that granular computing research has beendominated by rough sets and fuzzy sets,
and that there is a need to go beyond and to “broaden and deepenthe study of granular computing.” As
a matter of fact, the triarchic theory of granular computing, proposed by the first author [31, 32, 33],
indeed attempts to promote granular computing as a new field of study in its own right.

The triarchic theory of granular computing consists of three perspectives: granular computing as
structured thinking, as structured problem solving, and asstructured information processing [31, 32, 33].
One of its central notions is hierarchical multilevel granular structures defined by granules and levels.
Each granule represents a focal point, or a unit of discussion on a particular level; each level is populated
with granules of similar grain-sizes (i.e., granularity) or similar features; all levels are (partially) ordered
according to their granularity. Problem solving can be approached as top-down, bottom-up or middle-
out [22] processes based on a granular structure.

The formulation and interpretation of granular structuresare much application dependent. Different
vocabulary, terminology or language may be used for description at different levels. Nevertheless, one
may study some mathematical models independent of specific applications. Keet [12, 13] proposes a
logic based formal theory of granularity and gives a taxonomy of types of granularity. In this paper,
we propose a framework for set-theoretic approaches to granular computing. In other words, we focus
mainly on set-theoretic formulation, interpretation and representation of multilevel granular structures.
Within the proposed framework, we investigate granular structures used in several studies.

This is an extended version of the paper “Set-theoretic Models of Granular Structure” [37] presented
at RSKT 2010. Section 2 contains mainly the materials about set-theoretic models that have been cov-
ered in the conference paper. A basic model of a granular structure is given by a poset(G,⊆), whereG
is a family of subsets of a universal set and⊆ is the set-inclusion relation. By imposing different sets of
conditions onG, we derive seven sub-models of granular structures. The twonew sections investigate
the construction and applications of granular structures.Section 3 examines specific models of granular
structures used in three separate studies, namely, rough set analysis [18, 19, 20], formal concept analy-
sis [9, 23, 24] and knowledge spaces [6, 7, 8]. This provides an important step for integrating the three
theories. By generalizing ideas of rough set analysis, Section 4 studies the notions of lower and upper
approximations based on a granular structure [14, 25, 28, 29, 30, 35, 36]. The results may be generalized
to approximations based on other abstract structures studied by Ciucci [4, 5].

2. Set-theoretic models of granular structures

This section introduces and investigates granules, granule structures and classes of granular structures.

2.1. Granules and granular structures

Two key notions of granular computing are granules and a hierarchical granular structure formed by a
family of granules. In constructing a unified set-theoreticmodel of granular structures, we assume that
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a granule is a subset of a universal set and a granular structure is constructed based on the standard
set-inclusion relation on a family of subsets of the universal set.

Definition 2.1. LetU denote a finite nonempty universal set. A subsetg ∈ 2U is called a granule, where
2U is the power set ofU .

The power set2U consists of all possible granules formed from a universal set U . The standard
set-inclusion relation⊆ defines a partial order on2U , which leads to sub-super relationship between
granules.

Definition 2.2. Forg, g′ ∈ 2U , if g ⊆ g′, we callg a sub-granule ofg′ andg′ a super-granule ofg.

Under the partial order⊆, the empty set∅ is the smallest granule and the universeU is the largest
granule. When constructing a granular structure, we may consider a familyG of subsets ofU and an
order relation onG.

Definition 2.3. SupposeG ⊆ 2U is a nonempty family of subsets ofU . The poset(G,⊆) is called a
granular structure, where⊆ is the set-inclusion relation.

By the relation⊆, we can arrange granules inG into a hierarchical multilevel granular structure. The
relation⊆ is an example of partial orders. In general, one may considerany partial order onG and the
corresponding poset(G,�). For simplicity, we consider only the poset(G,⊆), but the argument can be
easily applied to any poset.

2.2. Models of granular structures

A granular structure is formed by a family of granules. Depending on its properties, one can broadly
classify set-theoretic models of granular structures intolattice-based models and set-based models.

2.2.1. An overview

The structure(G,⊆) gives rise to the weakest set-theoretic model in which a granule is a subset of a
universe, and a granular structure is a family of subsets of the universe. We denote this basic model by
the pairM0 = (U,G). In constructing the basic model, we only assume thatG 6= ∅ and there are no
other constraints. The familyG does not have to be closed with respect to any set-theoretic operations.
The structure ofG is only a partial order defined by⊆.

The granular structure (G, ⊆) of modelM0 is a substructure of (2U , ⊆). Each granule inG repre-
sents a focal point of our discussion. The familyG represents all focal points of our discussion. The
construction and operation of granules depend on particular applications. By imposing extra conditions
onG, we can derive more specific models from the basic model. Fig.1 summarizes eight models of gran-
ular structures. A line connecting two models in Fig.1 indicates the sub-model relationship and relations
that can be obtained from the transitivity are not explicitly drawn. For example,M1 is a sub-model of
M0 andM4 is a sub-model ofM1. It follows thatM4 is a sub-model ofM0.

For the convenience of discussion, we divide models in Fig.1into two groups. One group is lattice-
based models of granular structures, the other group is set-based models of granular structures. The
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Figure 1. Models of granular structures

three modelsM1, M2 andM3 are lattice-based models. They correspond to meet-semilattice, join-
semilattice and lattice, respectively, where the symbols∧ and∨ are lattice meet and joint operations.
The meet∧ and join∨ may not necessarily coincide with the set-theoretic operations∩ and∪. When
they are in fact set intersection (∩) and union (∪), we have the three set-theoretic modelsM4, M5 and
M6. The most specific model is the one in whichG is closed under all three set-theoretic operations,
wherec denotes set complement.

The models in Fig.1 represent hierarchical granular structures that are commonly used in many stud-
ies. A mixture of modelsM2 andM4 are used in formal concept analysis [9, 23, 24], where a granular
structure (U, (G,∩,∨)) is used; while the meet is given by the set intersection, thejoin is defined differ-
ently. ModelM5 is used in the study of knowledge spaces [6, 7, 8]. ModelM7 is used in Pawlak rough
set analysis [18, 19]. All these models are considered in thegeneralized rough set models [28, 29].

2.2.2. Lattice-based models of granular structures

In a granular structure(G,⊆), whereG ⊆ 2U and⊆ is the set-inclusion relation, the relation⊆ is
a partial order (i.e.,⊆ is reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive). One can derivethree lattice-based
models with respect to the partial order.

Definition 2.4. Suppose(G,⊆) is a granular structure. For a pair of granulesa, b ∈ G, a granulel ∈ G
is called a lower bound ofa andb if l ⊆ a andl ⊆ b; a granuleu ∈ G is called an upper bound ofa and
b if a ⊆ u andb ⊆ u. In addition,l is called the greatest lower bound (glb) ofa andb, if k ⊆ l for any
lower bound ofk of a andb; u is called the least upper bound (lub) ofa andb if u ⊆ k for any upper
boundk of a andb.

For an arbitrary pair of granules inG, their lower bounds, the greatest lower bound, upper boundsor
the least upper bound may not exist inG. If the greatest lower bound exists, it is unique and is denoted
by a∧ b; if the least upper bound exists, it is unique and is denoted by a ∨ b. Based on these notions, we
immediately obtain two models of granular structures.
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Definition 2.5. A granular structure(G,⊆) is a meet-semilattice, denoted by(G,∧), if the greatest lower
bound always exists inG for any pair of granules inG. A granular structure(G,⊆) is a join-semilattice,
denoted by(G,∨), if the least upper bound always exists inG for any pair of granules inG.

In modelM1, a granular structure(G,⊆) is a meet-semilattice(G,∧), a ∧ b is the largest granule
contained by botha andb. SinceG is not necessarily closed under set intersection,∧ is not necessarily
the same as∩. Similarly, in modelM2 a granular structure(G,⊆) is a join-semilattice(G,∨), a ∨ b is
the smallest granule inG that contains botha andb. Again,∨ is not necessarily the same as∪.

In a meet-semilattice granular structure(G,∧), for a pair of granulesp andg, if p ∩ g ∈ G, then
p∧ g = p∩ g. In a join-semilattice granular structure(G,∨), for a pair of granulesp andg, if p∪ g ∈ G,
thenp ∨ g = p ∪ g.

Example 2.1. SupposeM1 = (U, (G1,∧)), whereU = {a, b, c, d, e}, G1 = {{c}, {a, b, c}, {b, c, d}}.
It can be easily verified that(G1,∧) is a meet-semilattice. Consider two granules,p = {a, b, c} and
q = {b, c, d} ∈ G1, The glb ofp andq is p ∧ q = {c}. On the other hand, the intersection ofp andq is
p ∩ q = {b, c}, which is not inG1.

Example 2.2. SupposeM2 = (U, (G2,∨)), whereU = {a, b, c, d, e}, G2 = {{a, b}, {c, d}, {a, b, c, d,
e}}. The granular structure(G2,∨) is a join-semilattice. Consider two granules,p = {a, b} andq =
{c, d} ∈ G2, The lub ofp andq is p ∨ q = {a, b, c, d, e}. On the other hand, the union ofp andq is
p ∪ q = {a, b, c, d}, which is not inG2.

The operators∧ and∨ defined based on the partial order⊆ are referred to as the meet and join
operators of semilattices. If both∧ and∨ are defined for a granular structure, one can derive a lattice.

Definition 2.6. A granular structure(G,⊆) is a lattice, denoted by(G,∧,∨), if both the greatest lower
bound and the least upper bound always exist inG for any pair of granules inG.

InM3, a granular structure is a lattice, in which∧ and∨ is not necessarily the same as set intersection
∩ and∪, respectively.

Example 2.3. SupposeM3 = (U, (G3,∧,∨)), whereU = {a, b, c, d, e}, G3 = {{c}, {a, b, c}, {b, c, d},
{a, b, c, d, e}}. The granular structure(G3,∧,∨) is a lattice. Consider two granules,p = {a, b, c} and
q = {b, c, d} ∈G3, the glb ofp andq is p∧ q = {c}. The intersection ofp andq is p∩ q = {c, d}, which
is not inG3. The lub ofp andq is p ∨ q = {a, b, c, d, e}. The union ofp andq is p ∪ q = {a, b, c, d},
which is not inG3.

2.2.3. Set-based models of granular structures

Set-based models of granular structures are special cases of lattice-based models, where the lattice meet
∧ coincides with set intersection∩ and lattice join∨ coincides with set union∪. In other words,G is
closed under set intersection and union, respectively. We immediately obtain set-based modelM4, M5

andM6.

Definition 2.7. A granular structure(G,⊆) is a∩-closed granular structure, denoted by(G,∩), if the
intersection of any pair of granules ofG is in G; a granular structure(G,⊆) is a ∪-closed granular
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structure, denoted by(G,∪), if the union of any pair of granules ofG is in G; a granular structure
(G,⊆) is a(∩,∪)-closed granular structure, denoted by(G,∩,∪), if both the intersection and union of
any pair of granules ofG are inG.

Example 2.4. SupposeM4 = (U, (G4,∩)), whereU = {a, b, c, d, e}, G4 = {{b, c}, {a, b, c}, {b, c, d}},
M4 is a model of∩-closed granular structure. SupposeM5 = (U, (G5,∪)), whereU = {a, b, c, d, e},
G5 = {{a, b, c}, {b, c, d}, {a, b, c, d}}, M5 is a model of∪-closed granular structure. SupposeM6 =
(U, (G6,∩,∪)), whereU = {a, b, c, d, e}, G6 = {{b, c}, {a, b, c}, {b, c, d}, {a, b, c, d}}, M6 is a model
of (∩,∪)-closed granular structure.

In the granular structure(G,∩), the largest granuleU may not be inG. If U ∈ G, the granular
structure(G,∩) is a closure system.

Definition 2.8. A ∩-closed granular structure(G,∩) is a closure system, ifU ∈ G.

A closure system that is closed under set union is referred toas a∪-closure system [2]. Given a
granular structure(G,∩) that is a closure system, its dual system(Gc,∪) = ({gc | g ∈ G},∪) contains
∅ and is closed under set union.

Definition 2.9. A granular structure(G,⊆) is a Boolean algebra, denoted by(G,c ,∩,∪), if G is closed
under set complement, intersection and union, respectively.

The Boolean algebra(G,c ,∩,∪) is anσ-algebra used in Pawlak rough sets.

2.3. Characterization of classes of granular structures

Different models of granular structures have different properties. To characterize and classify these mod-
els, we introduce the following list of axioms:

S0: G 6= ∅
S1: (a ∈ G, b ∈ G) =⇒ glb(a, b) = a ∧ b exists inG
S2: (a ∈ G, b ∈ G) =⇒ lub(a, b) = a ∨ b exists inG
S3: (a ∈ G, b ∈ G) =⇒ a ∩ b ∈ G
S4: (a ∈ G, b ∈ G) =⇒ a ∪ b ∈ G
S5: a ∈ G =⇒ ac ∈ G
S6: ∅ ∈ G
S7: U ∈ G

Axioms S1 andS2 define lattice-based structures; axiomsS3 andS4 define set-based structures; ax-
iomsS3 andS4 are the special cases ofS1 andS2, respectively. These axioms are not independent. For
example,(S5,S6) =⇒ S7, (S5,S7) =⇒ S6, (S4,S5) =⇒ S3, and (S3,S5) =⇒ S4.

The family of models in Fig.1 is characterized by these axioms as follows:

M0: S0

M1: S0,S1

M2: S0,S2
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M3: S0,S1,S2

M4: S0,S3

M5: S0,S4

M6: S0,S3, S4

M7: S0,S3,S4,S5

Additional models can also be obtained. For example, a closure system is defined byS3 andS7. A
∪-closure system is defined byS3, S4 andS7, and granular structure used in formal concept analysis is
defined byS2, S3 andS6. Some of the models discussed in this section have been studied in the context
of rough set theory as generalized rough set models.

3. Constructions of granular structures

In the last section, we only study properties of different classes of granular structures. We now turn our
attention to the construction of a few of them to show that they are, in fact, useful in several studies.

3.1. Granular structure (U, (σ(U/E), ∅, U,c ,∩,∪)) in rough set analysis

The theory of rough sets concerns the analysis of data given in a tabular form [18, 19, 34]. An information
table is used to represent the relationships between a finiteset of objects and a finite set of attributes.
Formally, an information table is defined by:

M = (U,At, {Va | a ∈ At}, {Ia | a ∈ At}),

where

U : is a finite nonempty set of objects,

At : is a finite nonempty set of attributes,

Va : is a nonempty set of values for an attribute a ∈ At,

Ia : U −→ Va is an information function.

The information functionIa maps an object into a value inVa. That is, for a pair of objectx ∈ U and
attributea ∈ At, Ia(x) ∈ Va is the value ofx on the attributea.

A basic notion of rough set is a granulation of the set of objects based on their descriptions. For a
subset of attributesP ⊆ At, one can define an equivalence relationEP onU as:

xEP y ⇐⇒ (∀a ∈ P ) Ia(x) = Ia(y).

That is, two objectsx andy are equivalent, if and only if they have the same values on allattributes in
P . The equivalence class containingx is given by:

[x]EP
= {y | xEP y}.

The equivalence relationEP partitionsU into a family of disjoint subsets called a partition of universe
and is denoted byU/EP .
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The partitionU/EP can be viewed as a family of basic granules. This can be explained as fol-
lows [19, 38]. Given an attribute-value pair(a, v), wherea ∈ P andv ∈ Va. One can define an atomic
formulaa = v. The meaning ofa = v is a subset of objects defined by:

m(a = v) = {x ∈ U | Ia(x) = v}.

The setm(a = v) ⊆ U is a granule. With respect to an objectx ∈ U , we can construct a logic formula∧
a∈P a = Ia(x). Its meaning is given by:

m(
∧

a∈P a = Ia(x)) =
⋂

a∈P m(a = Ia(x)) = [x]EP
.

Thus, the equivalence class[x]EP
is a basic granule defined by the logic formula

∧
a∈P a = Ia(x).

By taking the union of a family of equivalence classes, we canconstruct a granule that is defined by
the disjunction of logic formulas of these equivalence classes. The granular structure used in rough set
analysis is the family of all definable granules given by:

σ(U/E) = {X ⊆ U | X =
⋃

A∈F A,F ⊆ 2U/E},

whereF is a family of equivalence classes. It can be easily verified thatσ(U/E) contains∅ andU , and
is closed under set complement, intersection and union. Thefamily σ(U/E) is anσ-algebra. It satisfies
S3, S4, S6 andS7. This model of granular structures is denoted by(U, (σ(U/E), ∅, U,c ,∩,∪)) with the
minimal element∅ and maximal elementU .

Table 1. An information table

a1 a2 a3

x1 1 1 1

x2 1 1 1

x3 2 1 2

x4 0 2 0

x5 0 2 0

Example 3.1. Table 1 is an example of an information table. SupposeU = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5}, At =
{a1, a2, a3}. For a subset of attributes,P = {a1, a2}, it defines an equivalence relation:

x1EPx1, x1EPx2, x2EPx1, x2EPx2, x3EPx3, x4EPx4, x4EPx5, x5EPx4, x5EPx5.

The corresponding partitionU/EP = {{x1, x2}, {x3}, {x4, x5}}. From objectx2, with respect toP =
{a1, a2}, we can construct a logic formulaa1 = 1 ∧ a2 = 1 that defines the granulem(a1 = 1 ∧ a2 =
1) = m(a1 = 1) ∩ m(a2 = 1) = {x1, x2} ∩ {x1, x2, x3} = {x1, x2} = [x1]EP

. Consider a family
of equivalence classesF = {[x1]EP

, [x4]EP
}, we can construct a definable granule[x1]EP

∪ [x4]EP
=

{x1, x2} ∪ {x4, x5} = {x1, x2, x4, x5}, which is defined by the formula(a1 = 1 ∧ a2 = 1) ∨ (a1 =
0 ∧ a2 = 2). By taking the union of equivalence classes, the family of all definable granules is given by:

σ(U/EP ) = {∅, {x1, x2}, {x3}, {x4, x5}, {x1, x2, x3}, {x1, x2, x4, x5}, {x3, x4, x5}, U}.

It is closed under set complement, intersection and union.
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3.2. Granular structure (U, (Ext(L),∩,∨)) in formal concept analysis

Formal concept analysis studies concept formulation and visualization by using the notion of a formal
context [9, 23, 24]. A formal context represents the relationships between a set of objects and a set of
properties or attributes. It can be viewed as an informationtable in which the domain of every attribute
is binary, namely, the presence or the absence of the corresponding property. Alternatively, a formal
context can be expressed as a binary relation between a set ofobjects and a set of properties [30, 35].

Let U andV be two finite sets. Elements ofU are called objects, and elements ofV are called
properties. The relationships between objects and properties are described by a binary relationR from
U to V , which is a subset of the Cartesian productU × V . For a pair of an objectx ∈ U and a property
y ∈ V , if (x, y) ∈ R, or xRy, we say thatx has the propertyy, or the propertyy is possessed by object
x. The triplet(U, V,R) is called a formal context. Based on the binary relation, we associate a set of
properties to an objectx ∈ U :

xR = {y ∈ V | xRy} ⊆ V .

It is the set of properties possessed byx. Similarly, propertyy is possessed by the set of objects:

Ry = {x ∈ U | xRy} ⊆ U .

By extending these notations, we can establish relationships between subsets of objects and subsets of
properties. This leads to two operators, one from2U to 2V and the other from2V to 2U .

Definition 3.1. For a subset of objectsX ⊆ U , we associate it with a set of properties:

X∗ = {y ∈ V | ∀x ∈ U(x ∈ X =⇒ xRy)}

= {y ∈ V | X ⊆ Ry}

=
⋂

x∈X

xR.

For a subset of propertiesY ⊆ V , we associate it with a set of objects:

Y ∗ = {x ∈ U | ∀y ∈ V (y ∈ Y =⇒ xRy)}

= {x ∈ U | Y ⊆ xR}

=
⋂

y∈Y

Ry.

By definition,{x}∗ = xR is the set of attributes possessed by the objectx, and{y}∗ = Ry is the
set of objects having attributey. For a set of objectsX ⊆ U , X∗ is the maximal set of properties shared
by all objects inX. Similarly, for a set of attributesY ⊆ V , Y ∗ is the maximal set of objects that have
all attributes inY . In formal concept analysis, one is interested in a pair of a set of objects and a set of
properties that define each other.

Definition 3.2. A pair (X,Y ) of a set of objectsX ⊆ U and a set of propertiesY ⊆ V is called a formal
concept if

X = Y ∗ andX∗ = Y .
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The set of objectsX is called the extension of the formal concept(X,Y ) and the set of properties is
called the intension.

For X,X1,X2 ⊆ U andY, Y1, Y2 ⊆ V , it can be verified that the operators satisfy the following
properties:

(1) X1 ⊆ X2 =⇒ X∗

1 ⊇ X∗

2 ,

Y1 ⊆ Y2 =⇒ Y ∗

1 ⊇ Y ∗

2 ;

(2) X ⊆ X∗∗,

Y ⊆ Y ∗∗;

(3) X∗∗∗ = X∗,

Y ∗∗∗ = Y ∗;

(4) (X1 ∪X2)
∗ = X∗

1 ∩X∗

2 ,

(Y1 ∪ Y2)
∗ = Y ∗

1 ∩ Y ∗

2 .

It follows that the family of all formal concepts forms a complete lattice called a concept lattice. The
meet and join of the lattice is given by [9, 23]:

(X1, Y1) ∧ (X2, Y2) = (X1 ∩X2, (Y1 ∪ Y2)
∗∗),

(X1, Y1) ∨ (X2, Y2) = ((X1 ∪X2)
∗∗, Y1 ∩ Y2).

LetL denote the lattice formed by all formal concepts.
To construct a granular structure inU , we can collect the extensions of all formal concepts:

Ext(L) = {X ⊆ U | Y ⊆ V, (X,Y ) ∈ L}.

By the lattice-theoretic operations, we can conclude thatExt(L) is closed under set intersection. In
addition, for two sets of objectsX1,X2 ∈ Ext(L), their least upper bound is given byX1 ∨ X2 =
(X1 ∪X2)

∗∗. Thus, the granular structureExt(L) satisfiesS2 andS3. We denote the model of granular
structures used in formal concept analysis as(U, (Ext(L),∩,∨)).

Table 2. A formal context

y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 y6 y7 y8 y9

x1 × × ×

x2 × × × ×

x3 × × × × ×

x4 × × × × ×

x5 × × × ×

x6 × × × × ×

x7 × × × ×

x8 × × × ×
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Example 3.2. Table 2, adopted from an example in [9], gives a formal context. The set of objects is
U = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, x8}, and the set of properties isV = {y1, y2, y3, y4, y5, y6, y7, y8, y9}.
From the discussion above, the family of all granulesExt(L) can be obtained as:

Ext(L) = {∅, {x3}, {x4}, {x6}, {x7}, {x2, x3}, {x3, x4}, {x3, x6}, {x5, x6}, {x6, x8},

{x1, x2, x3}, {x2, x3, x4}, {x6, x7, x8}, {x5, x6, x8}, {x1, x2, x3, x4}, {x5, x6, x7, x8},

{x1, x2, x3, x5, x6}, {x3, x4, x6, x7, x8}, U}.

It can be easily verified thatExt(L) is a closure system, and it is closed under set intersection,but not
closed under set union. For example, for{x4}, {x6} ∈ Ext(L), we have{x4} ∪ {x6} = {x4, x6} 6∈
Ext(L).

3.3. Granular structure (Q, (K,∪)) in knowledge spaces

The theory of knowledge spaces represents a new paradigm in mathematical psychology [6, 7, 8]. It
provides a systematic approach for knowledge assessment byconsidering a finite set of questions and a
collection of subsets of questions called knowledge states. One may view a knowledge state as a granule
and a knowledge space as a granular structure. The construction of a knowledge space is based on the
notion of a surmise system [6, 7, 8].

Definition 3.3. Let Q be a finite set of questions. A surmise system onQ is a mappingσ that asso-
ciates any questionq ∈ Q to a nonempty collectionσ(q) of subsets ofQ satisfying the following three
conditions:

(1) X ∈ σ(q) =⇒ q ∈ X,

(2) (X ∈ σ(q), q′ ∈ X) =⇒ ∃X ′ ∈ σ(q′)(X ′ ⊆ X),

(3) X ∈ σ(q) =⇒ ∀X ′ ∈ σ(q)(X ′ 6⊆ X),

whereX is a subset of questions inσ(q) called a clause for questionq.

Semantically, a surmise system provides a list of prerequisite or background questions of a question.
Each subset of questions inσ(q) may be viewed as a possible history of the mastery of questionq. That
is, from the mastery of questionq, one can surmise the mastery of all questions in one of the subsets in
σ(q). Thus, the three conditions are reasonable. Condition (1) generalizes the reflexivity condition for a
relation, while the condition (2) extends the notion of transitivity. Condition (3) requires that the clauses
for questionx are the maximal sets.

Based on a surmise system, one can construct a knowledge space by [6, 7, 8]:

K = {K | ∀q ∈ Q (q ∈ K =⇒ ∃S ∈ σ(q) (S ⊆ K))},

By the properties of a surmise system and construction of a knowledge space, it can be verified that
∅ ∈ K, Q ∈ K, andK is closed under the set union. However,K may not be closed under set intersection.
The model of granular structures in knowledge spaces is denoted by(Q, (K,∪)).
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Example 3.3. Consider an example from [7]. SupposeQ = {a, b, c, d, e}. For a surmise system:

σ(a) = {{a}},

σ(b) = {{b, d}, {a, b, c}, {b, c, e}},

σ(c) = {{a, b, c}, {b, c, e}},

σ(d) = {{b, d}},

σ(e) = {{b, c, e}},

the induced knowledge space is:

K = {∅, {a}, {b, d}, {a, b, c}, {b, c, e}, {a, b, d}, {a, b, c, d}, {a, b, c, e}, {b, c, d, e}, Q}.

It is closed under set union, but not be closed under set intersection. For example, for{a, b, c}, {b, c, e} ∈
K, we have{a, b, c} ∩ {b, c, e} = {b, c} 6∈ K.

4. Approximations with respect to granular structures

A granular structure usually consists of a subset of the power set. Semantically, subsets in the granu-
lar structures are constructed based available information and knowledge about the universe. They may
be interpreted as, for example, definable subsets in rough set theory, extensions of concepts in formal
concept analysis, and knowledge states in knowledge spaces. In other words, available information and
knowledge enables us to identify, represent and interpret these subsets. On the other hand, we cannot do
so for subsets not in the granular structure; they must be approximated by subsets in the granular struc-
ture. Through their approximations, we can make inference about subsets not in the granular structure.

The theory of rough sets provides a method for constructing approximations [14, 25, 29, 36]. This
section examines how to approximate these subsets that are not in a granular structure by subsets in the
granular structure. We only study approximations in three models, a similar argument can be applied to
other models.

4.1. Approximations in modelM7 = (U, (G,c ,∩,∪))

In rough set theory, the granular structure used is closed with respect to set complement, intersection and
union. Given a subsetA ⊆ U , Pawlak [18] suggests a method to approximate the sets from below and
above by definable set inG.

Definition 4.1. Suppose(G,c ,∪,∩) is a granular structure that is closed with respect to set complement,
intersection and union. For a subsetA ⊆ U , we can construct the following two families of subsets inG:

L(A) = {X | X ∈ G,X ⊆ A},
H(A) = {X | X ∈ G,A ⊆ X}.

That is,L(A) consists of subsets inG that are contained byA andH(A) consists of subsets inG that
containA. When approximatingA from below and above, it is reasonable to choose maximal elements
of L(A) and minimal elements ofH(A), respectively. This results in the following definition.
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Definition 4.2. For a subsetA of the universeU , its lower and upper approximations are given by:

Apr(A) = {X | X is a maximal element of L(A)},
Apr(A) = {X | X is a minimal element of H(A)},

where a maximalM of L(A) is defined by the condition:

M ∈ L(A) ∧ ∀M ′ ∈ L(A) (M ⊆ M ′ =⇒ M = M ′),

and the minimal elementN of H(A) is defined by the condition:

N ∈ H(A) ∧ ∀N ′ ∈ H(A) (N ′ ⊆ N =⇒ N ′ = N).

SinceG is closed under set intersection and union, there is a uniquemaximal element ofL(A) and a
unique minimal element ofH(A). Thus, we can get the following definition [18, 36]:

Definition 4.3. For a subsetA ⊆ U , a pair of approximations is given by:

apr(A) =
⋃

{X | X ∈ L(A),X ⊆ A}

=
⋃

{X | X ∈ G,X ⊆ A},

apr(A) =
⋂

{X | X ∈ H(A), A ⊆ X}

=
⋂

{X | X ∈ G,A ⊆ X}.

ForA,B ⊆ U , it can be verified that the pair of approximations satisfies the following properties:

(0) apr(A) = (apr(Ac))c,

apr(A) = (apr(Ac))c,

(1) apr(A) ⊆ A ⊆ apr(A),

(2) A ∈ G =⇒ apr(A) = A = apr(A),

(3) A ⊆ B =⇒ apr(A) ⊆ apr(B),

A ⊆ B =⇒ apr(A) ⊆ apr(B),

(4) apr(A ∩B) = apr(A) ∩ apr(B),

apr(A ∪B) = apr(A) ∪ apr(B).

Additional properties can be found in rough set literature [18].

Example 4.1. Consider the granular structureG given by Example 3.1. The subsetA = {x1, x2, x3, x4}
is an undefinable granule. We approximate it by a pair of definable sets of objects from below and above
in G:

apr(A) =
⋃

{X | X ∈ G,X ⊆ A} = {x1, x2} ∪ {x3} ∪ {x1, x2, x3} = {x1, x2, x3},

apr(A) =
⋂

{X | X ∈ G,A ⊆ X} = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5} = U.
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The same definition can be used for defining approximations inModel M6. However, sinceG is
not necessarily closed under set complement, we do not have property (0). ModelM6 is a special case
of lattice modelM3. One can immediately apply the same formulation for definingapproximations in
a lattice. Many authors, for example, see Cattaneo [3] and J¨arvinen [11], studied generalized rough set
approximations based on lattices.

4.2. Approximations in modelM4 = (U, (G,∩))

In modelM4, a granular structureG contains the empty set∅ and is closed under set intersection. In this
case, there is a unique minimal element inH(A), but there may exist more than one maximal element in
L(A). Hence, a pair of lower and upper approximations can be defined by two families of subsets from
G, with the upper approximation to be a singleton set [35].

Definition 4.4. For a subsetA ⊆ U , a pair of lower and upper approximations is given by:

Apr(A) = {X | X is a maximal element of L(A)}

= {X | X ⊆ A,X ∈ L(A),∀Y ∈ L(A) (X ⊆ Y =⇒ X = Y )}

= {X | X ∈ G,X ⊆ A,∀Y ∈ G (X ⊂ Y =⇒ Y 6⊆ A)}

Apr(A) = {X | X is a minimal element of H(A)}

= {
⋂

{B | B ∈ H(A), A ⊆ B}

= {
⋂

{B | B ∈ G,A ⊆ B}}.

SinceG is closed under set intersection, the minimal element ofH(A) is unique and is defined by⋂
{B | B ∈ H(A), A ⊆ B}. The setA is approximated from above by a single granule. On the other

hand, there may not exist a unique maximal element ofL(A). The setA may be approximated from
below by several granules. Approximations in modelM4 has been investigated in the context of formal
concept analysis [35].

ForA,B ⊆ U , the pair approximations satisfies the properties:

(1) L ⊆ A ⊆ H, for L ∈ Apr(A),H ∈ Apr(A);

(2) A ∈ G =⇒ Apr(A) = {A} = Apr(A);

(3) A ⊆ B =⇒ LA ⊆ LB , for LA ∈ Apr(A), LB ∈ Apr(B),

A ⊆ B =⇒ HA ⊆ HB, for HA ∈ Apr(A),HB ∈ Apr(B).

These properties may be viewed as counterparts of the properties in modelM7

Example 4.2. With respect to the∩-closed granular structureG in Example 3.2, the setA = {x2, x3, x4, x6}
is not a granule inG. We approximate it by a pair of families of definable sets of objects from below and
above inG.

Apr(A) = {X | X ∈ G,X ⊆ A,∀Y ∈ G (X ⊂ Y =⇒ Y 6⊆ A)} = {{x2, x3, x4}, {x3, x6}},

Apr(A) = {
⋂

{X | X ∈ G,A ⊆ X} = {{x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, x8}}.

There are two granules{x2, x3, x4} and{x3, x6} for approximatingA from below.
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4.3. Approximations in modelM5 = (U, (G,∪))

As a dual granular structure ofM4, M5 uses a granular structure that is closed under set union. Fora
subsetA ⊆ U , there is a unique maximal element inL (A) and there may exist more than one minimal
element inH(A). Accordingly, we have the following pair of approximations [25, 36].

Definition 4.5. For a subsetA ⊆ U , a pair of approximations ofA with respect toG is given by:

Apr(A) = {X | X is a maximal element of L(A)}

= {
⋃

{B | B ∈ L(A), B ⊆ A}}

= {
⋃

{B | B ∈ G,B ⊆ A}},

Apr(A) = {X | X is a minimal element of H(A)}

= {X | A ⊆ X,X ∈ H(A),∀Y ∈ H(A) (Y ⊆ X =⇒ Y = X)}

= {X | X ∈ G,A ⊆ X,∀Y ∈ G (Y ⊂ X =⇒ A 6⊆ Y )}.

The setA is approximated from below by a single granule and may be approximated from above
by several granules. Approximations in modelM5 has been investigated in the context of knowledge
spaces [25, 36]. Approximations in modelM5 also satisfy the three properties given in modelM4.

Example 4.3. For the a granular structureG given by Example 3.3,A = {b, c, d} is not inG. It can
approximated from below and above as:

Apr(A) = {
⋃

{B | B ∈ G,B ⊆ A}} = {{b, d}},

Apr(A) = {X | X ∈ G,A ⊆ X,∀Y ∈ G (Y ⊂ X =⇒ A 6⊆ Y )} = {{a, b, c, d}, {b, c, d, e}}.

There are two granules{a, b, c, d} and{b, c, d, e} for approximatingA from above.

5. Conclusions

Granular computing emphasizes structured approaches to problem solving and information processing.
Constructing a meaningful and practical granular structure is an important task in granular computing.
In this paper, we propose and investigate a framework for studying set-theoretic models of granular
structures. A granule is modelled by a subset of a universal set and a granular structure by a family of
granules equipped with the standard set-inclusion relation. We examine three lattice-based models and
three set-based models of granular structures, respectively. It is shown that rough set analysis, formal
concept analysis and knowledge spaces indeed use one or a mixture of these models. The notion of
approximations is also studied with respect to a granular structure.

The results in this paper provide a basis for unifying several data analysis theories. The proposed
models of granular structures contribute to a better understanding of granular computing.
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